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The relevance of music in medical applications has
been a subject of research for a long time. In the
present study we evaluate the response of music interventions (Indian classical music) on elderly hypertensive participants. A randomized controlled assessment
was done on 200 hypertensive participants, living in
old age homes, and they were randomly segregated into two groups, viz. control and experimental. The
means of the dependent variables (heart rate, respiratory rate (RR) and mean arterial pressure (MAP))
were compared using independent t-test between control and experimental groups. There was significant
reduction in heart rate (P < 0.0001), MAP (P < 0.0001)
and RR (P < 0.0001) for the experimental group, whereas there was no change in heart rate (P = 0.113) and
MAP (P = 0.364) for pre- and post-conditions (after
one month) of the control group. However, significant
reduction in mean RR (P < 0.005) was noted for control as well as for experimental group (P < 0.0001).
The heart rate and MAP of the control group did not
vary greatly under the influence of drugs. On the
other hand, the difference in heart rate and MAP
declined after music interventions for a period of one
month. It is concluded that the experimental group
preferred high valence and low arousal music which
resulted in the reduction of heart rate and MAP.
Keywords: Hypertension, heart rate, mean blood pressure, music intervention, respiratory rate.
ACCORDING to the Indian Heart Association, hypertension is a long-term medical condition in which the blood
pressure (BP) of arteries are constantly elevated. Public
health estimates show that India accounts for approximately 60% of the world’s heart disease burden, in spite
of having less than 20% of the total population in the
world. Heart disease is the most critical source of fatality
and morbidity among South Asians1. The main treatment
modality is pharmacological treatment, when lifestyle
modification approaches fail to control BP. However,
pharmacological treatment involves huge expenses and
various hazardous effects, particularly in combination
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therapy2. The current scenario demands more nonpharmacological treatments, such as music interventions,
in the case of hypertension. Music therapy has been
found to control BP during surgeries and in curing sleep
disorders3,4. Music plays a vital role in our lives5,6. Listening to music reduces the loneliness, boredom tension,
influence the listener’s moods, and fight loneliness7,8.
Music therapy has become a significant element of complementary medicine9. Sarkamo et al.10 reported that
music can be employed as a rehabilitative tool to cure
various diseases. Various parts of the brain are engaged
when we listen to music11, and its effects are reflected in
the cardiovascular parameters, namely heart rate, respiratory rate (RR) and mean arterial pressure (MAP). Listening to music may induce a favourable effect on anxiety,
systolic BP, heart rate, RR, sleep quality and pain in
patients with coronary heart disease12. Music of interest is
known to reduce depression and aid higher cognitive factors; it also improves molecular and structural flexibility
in stroke patients recovering from brain injury13,14.
The American Music Therapy Association defines
music therapy as the scientific and evidence-based
implementation of music interventions to achieve desired
targets within a therapeutic relationship by a trained
expert15.
Music interventions can also be cited as ‘receptive
music’ ‘music therapy’ and ‘music medicine’. Most of the
studies on music intervention have used Western music
as a stimulus. Listening to anonymous music from a different culture may curtail the emotional rewarding path
than listening to indigenous known music16. In today’s
world hypertension has become a part of our lifestyle and
treatment options have gained performance. In addition to
the drugs prescribed, impact of music on the cardiovascular parameters is the main focus of the present study. We
study the effects of preferred music intervention (South
Indian classical music) on hypertensive patients using
behavioural and cardiovascular parameters like RR, heart
rate and MAP. The study hypothesizes that the selected
music stimulus will have healthy outcome on physiological parameters changes. This can be used among elderly
Indians as a possible therapy for improving the wellbeing of hypertensive patients.
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Materials and methods

Selection of participants
A controlled trial was done on 200 hypertensive participants, living in an old age home, and they were segregated into two groups, viz. experimental and control
based on their interest in listening to Carnatic music during their leisure time (n = 100 in each group). The participants belonging to the control group did not listen to
Carnatic music and were subjected only to drug therapy
for hypertension. Participants in the experimental group
listened to Carnatic music along with their regular drug
therapy. The average age of the control group was
69.68 ± 6.8 years and that of the experimental group was
69.84 ± 6.98 years. The participants were all hypertensive
patients with no history of seizures or any sensory
impairment, and had no prior exposure to the concerned
task. The experiment was conducted following the procurement of an informed consent from each of the participants.

Stimulus
Listening to Classical music augments the intensity of
neurotransmitters. This leads to pleasant feeling and
reduces depression17.
Malkauns is an old raga in Hindustani music and Hindolam as its Carnatic equivalent. Raga Malkauns belongs
to the Bhairavi thaat or scale of Hindustani classical music. It is a pentatonic rage, i.e. its type is Audav–Audav
and is sung in the late evening. The notes of this raga correspond to ‘komal’, where there is a smooth transition
between the notes. The raga has a variation of presentations with brigatswaras and induces a sense of calmness;
thus low arousal is observed in its elucidation. Malkauns
is a serious, meditative raga, and is developed mostly
in the lower octave (mandrasaptak) and in a slow tempo
(vilambitlaya).
The uccha swaras or the consonants and the laya
swaras or the dissonants are vibrantly spaced to create an
enameling experience that is relaxing in nature.
Based on this, the experimental group was presented
with a sitar-based musical piece in raga malkauns differing in the degree of dissonance.
Laya sampoorna (pleasant notes) is composed of
excerpts of calming and peaceful rendition using sitar
instrumental recorded in a professional studio under
expert guidance from sound engineers. The stimulus
had a run time of 15 min (range: 46.82–68.96 s, M 5
58.14 s) and an average tempo of 2 beats/sec (bpm; M 5
120.19 bpm, range: 64–154.12 bpm), and at times in
shaukdhwani tempo consisting of 80 beats/sec with a
lower pitch rate at 8 thaats/sec and higher pitch rate of
16 thaats/sec.
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The single excerpts were controlled such that the effect
did not increase or decrease with time in order to eliminate the difference in behavioural or electrophysiological
measures between the first and second sets of laysa swaras of the excerpts due to tempo variations. At test for
paired specimen, the first and second half of the stimuli
showed invariant and sequentially understandable set of
notes over the observed time frame.

Experimental protocol
The participants were segregated into two groups depending on their interest in Carnatic music. They followed
regular diet with recommended drug dosage. The physiological parameters, namely RR, heart rate and MAP were
initially measured for the 200 participants. The experimental group along with their regular activities listened
to a particular Carnatic music, Raga Malkauns in the
evening hours usually between 4 : 30 and 5 : 30 pm, as it
is an evening raga and most effective during the evening
hours18. They were given earphones to listen to music and
the volume level was adjusted according to individual
preference. The music-listening session lasted for 15 min
for the experimental group every day and this continued
for 30 days. The participants from the experimental group
were asked to rate their perceived emotions using selfassessment manikin scale on listening to Raga Malkauns19 and their mood before and after listening to music
by the positive and negative affect (SAM) score
(PANAS) scale20. The RR, heart rate and MAP of all the
participants were recorded prior to music therapy (Figure
1). The experimental group was exposed to the stimulus
for 15 min every day over a period of 30 days; their heart
rate, RR and MAP were measured thereafter. On the contrary, the control group was not exposed to music therapy. Their RR, heart rate and MAP were also measured
before the beginning of the protocol and after 30 days.
The two sets of data were compared for analysis.

Recording of physiological signals
The physiological signals of the both control and experimental groups were recorded before and after a month.
The raw ECG signals were recorded using three lead
ECG electrodes. The ECG signals were recorded for a
period of 15 min using the standard lead II triangle configuration for each participant using Super Spec 32 Machine (RMS, India). The RR signals were also recorded
using RMS capacitive probe. The 256 Hz/channel (RMS,
India) was set as the sampling frequency. The power-line
interference signals (50 Hz) were eliminated by selecting
notch filter in the machine while recording. Along with
these signals, the systolic and diastolic pressures of the
participants were measured with the help of a multiparameter monitor.
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Figure 1.

Figure 2.

Methodology flow chart.

Flow chart for heart rate detection.

The formula used for calculating MAP was
MAP =

[SBP + 2(DBP)]
,
3

(1)

where SBP is the systolic blood pressure and DBP is the
diastolic blood pressure.

Data processing
Detecting heart rate
For heart rate signal analysis, the acquired ECG signal
was pre-processed using moving-average filter of order 5.
The PAN TOMPKINS algorithm was used in the detection of heart rate21,22. Figure 2 shows the schematic block
diagram of the algorithm. The algorithm includes a bandpass filter, differentiator, squaring and integration to
extract the R–R interval which gives a measure of the
heart rate. The QRS complex from ECG signal is
obtained using a band-pass filter of 5–11 Hz cut-off. The
filtered signal is then differentiated to emphasize the QRS
complex, as QRS is a high-frequency component in an
ECG signal; the high slope components present in the
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signal connected to the QRS complex are then improved.
Within the duration of a single QRS complex, multiple
peaks are exhibited by the output of derivative operation.
Positive results are obtained by the squaring operation.
The algorithm smoothens the output through movingwindow integration filter for the experimental duration
(15 min) of the selected epoch. The heart rate is extracted
for both experimental and control groups.
The time–frequency of the ECG signal is visualized
using short-time Fourier transform (STFT). STFT is used
to analyse non-stationary signals like ECG. STFT is a
technique which divides the signal into short timeintervals and then finds the Fourier transform of each
segment. The time–frequency visualization provides
changes in frequency with respect to the selected epoch.
In this analysis, selecting an appropriate window becomes important; if the window is too short, the frequency resolution is reduced and if the window is too long, it
will reduce the time localization23. The significant parameters in STFT are frequency bins, time steps, window
type and window length. Here, the frequency bin and
time steps were set to 512 and 32 respectively. The window type used was Hanning and window length was fixed
at 64. Figure 3 a–e displays 10 sec epoch of 15 min data.
The methods followed for feature extraction (heart
rate) for the experimental group are discussed below.
Figure 3 a shows the raw ECG signal for the experimental group after exposure to music for a month. Figure
3 b shows the time–frequency representation of the same.
Moving-average filter with rectangular window was
selected to pre-process the raw ECG signal. The full
width of moving-average window is given by N = 1 + 2M
samples, where M is half-width of moving average and is
chosen as 10.
The calculated heart rate for participants after exposure
to music was 78 BPM. The same method of processing
was used for the control group and heart rate of 99 BPM
CURRENT SCIENCE, VOL. 118, NO. 4, 25 FEBRUARY 2020
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Figure 3. a, Raw ECG signal after exposing the experimental group to music for a month (epoch 10 sec). b, Time–frequency representation of
raw ECG signal after exposing the experimental group to music for a month (epoch 10 sec). c, Time–frequency representation of extracted QRS
complex, after exposing the experimental group to music for a month (epoch 10 sec). d, Time–frequency distribution using short time Fourier transform (STFT) which eliminates the low-frequency components like P wave and T wave from the ECG wave, and displaying only the QRS wave for
experimental group after a month. e, Time–frequency distribution using STFT which eliminates the low-frequency components P wave and T wave
from the ECG wave, and displaying only the QRS wave for the control group after a month.

was noted. Figure 3 e shows the extracted R–R
interval.

Detecting respiratory rate
The RR was measured using a capacitive probe using
Super Spec 32 machine (RMS, India). The recorded respiratory signals were processed off-line (Figure 4). Figure
5 a shows the raw respiratory signal and Figure 5 b the
time–frequency representation of raw resipratory signal
after exposing the experimental group to music for a
month. The first step is using moving-average filter of
order 25 (Figure 5 c). Figure 5 d is the time–frequency
representation of the same.
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The time–interval between the two peaks gives a
measure of the RR.
The processed respiratory signal was fed to the peak
detector to extract the peaks of the respiratory waveform.
Time-period was calculated to measure the RR and it was
found to be 16/min after exposing the experimental group
to music for a month. The same procedure was followed
to extract the RR from the control group after a month.

Detecting MAP
MAP is the average pressure in the arteries of a patient
during one cardiac cycle. The DBP and SBP of the
patients were measured with the help of a multi-parameter
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monitor. MAP was calculated from eq. (1). The SBP and
DBP for each participant in both the groups were recorded
for 15 min. Both were measured at every 5 min interval
and so three-pressure values were obtained and mean
average was taken for calculating MAP; the selected
epoch of measurement was 15 min.

Statistical analysis

The physiological parameters measure bodily health
and emotional conditions; the perceived emotions of
the participants were measured using SAM scale. The
valence and arousal were calculated (Figure 7); the valence
for Malkauns raga was 4 ± 0.1581 and arousal rating was
2.20 ± 0.1432. Based on SAM scores, high valance and
low arousal stimulus is shown to enhance the health of
the listeners.

Physiological parameters

The cardiovascular parameters were measured for both
control (pre and post) and experimental group (pre and
post). The data measured were normally distributed; so
parametric analysis was done to compare the means within (related sample) and between (independent sample)
groups. The control and experimental groups of hypertensive participants were the independent variables and their
heart rate, RR and MAP were the dependent variables.
The scoring for SAM (valence and arousal) and PANAS
(positive affect and negative affective scores) were considered as dependant variables, as these scores vary with
the rating of the participants. The paired-samples t-test
was used to compare the means of the same group (pre
and post conditions), heart rate, RR and MAP before and
after one month. The independent samples t-test was used
to compare the means of the dependent variables (heart
rate, RR and MAP) between control and experimental
groups. The alpha value (positive affective scores, twotailed) was less than 0.05. The analysis was carried out
using SPSS 24 for Windows (SPSS Inc, Chicago, USA)
for statistical calculations.

The paired-samples t-test was used to compare the means
of the same group (pre and post conditions), heart rate,
RR and MAP before (pre) and after (post) one month.
There was no change in heart rate for pre- and postconditions (after one month) of the control group
(t(99) = 1.597, P = 0.113), whereas the heart rate for
pre- and post-condition of experimental group was
t(99) = 6.669, P < 0.0001 (Figure 8 a).
There was significant change in mean RR for pre- and
post-conditions of control (t(99) = 2.87, P < 0.005) as
well as experimental (t(99) = 6.359, P < 0.0001) groups
(Figure 8 b).
When MAP was compared, there was no change for
pre- and post-conditions of control group (t(99) = 0.911,
P = 0.364), whereas for the experimental group (t(99) =
20.250, P < 0.0001), MAP was highly significant (Figure
8 c), which indicates that the high valence and low arousal music played has an effect on the heart rate and MAP
only.

Results

Comparing control and experimental groups

Behavioural data

The independent-samples t-test was used to compare the
means of the dependent variables (heart rate, RR and
MAP) between control and experimental groups (Figure 9
and Table 1).

As participants listened to music for a short period every
day for a month, mood assessment becomes necessary
and it was done using the PANAS scale. The positive
affective scores of Malkauns raga were significant after
listening to music (P = 0.005) when compared to before
listening, while the negative affective scores were significantly reduced (P = 0.001), as in Figure 6. The results
reveal that the Malkauns raga has high positive affect
score and low negative affect score, which indicates
mood changes among the participants.

Figure 4.
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Block diagram for respiratory rate measurement.

Discussion
Music intervention can improve physiological and psychological health of individuals24,25. Music relaxes and
enhances the mood of a listener26. This study focuses on
the influence of music intervention on hypertensive
patients using their preferred choice of music, and measures the physiological signals before and after a month of
intervention. Music selection becomes an important
parameter in studying the effect on physiological signals,
as we all react differently to diverse forms of music27. In
addition, music that can change the mood of a listener
along with enhancing the positive affect score will be
helpful in alleviating stress. Autonomic response changes
with respect to pleasurable experience of musiclistening28,29 and is reflected in heart rate parameter30. In
CURRENT SCIENCE, VOL. 118, NO. 4, 25 FEBRUARY 2020
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Figure 5. a, The raw respiratory waveform of participants after exposure of the experimental group to music for a
month. b, Time–frequency distribution using STFT technique of the raw respiratory waveform of participants after exposure of experimental group to music for a month. c, The processed filtered output using a moving average filter of order
25. d, Time–frequency distributor of filtered respiratory signal of the experimental group after exposure to music for a
month.

Figure 6. Positive affect and negative affective scores (PANAS) results after listening to Raga Malkauns
(stimulus): (a) positive affect score and (b) negative affective score.

the present study, the experimental group was provided
with musical stimulus (Malkauns raga) and asked to rate
their mood using PANAS scale31. Along with this, perceived emotion valence (pleasant/unpleasant) and arousal
(calm/activation) was measured using SAM scale. Raga
CURRENT SCIENCE, VOL. 118, NO. 4, 25 FEBRUARY 2020

Malkauns was found to have high positive affect score
after listening, along with increased pleasant and low
arousal scores. This clearly indicates the mood change
and low arousal for the participants, and thereby reflects
the changes in acquired physiological signals.
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Figure 7.

Figure 8.

SAM scale scoring after listening to Raga Malkauns stimulus; measured valence and arousal.

Variations in (a) mean heart rate, (b) mean respiratory rate and (c) mean arterial pressure for control and experimental groups.

Hilz et al.32 reported that arousal response influences
the cardiovascular response than valence of the played
music. Etzel et al.33 found that heart rate is elevated by
high arousal music, whereas low arousal music had a
reverse effect and our results support their findings that
heart rate and MAP significantly lower for the experimental group. This was not noted for the control group,
even though no significant changes were noted for RR.
There was no change in heart rate for pre- and postconditions (after one month) of the control group
(P = 0.113), whereas for the experimental group it was
significantly lower (P < 0.0001). There was significant
reduction in mean RR for both control (P < 0.005) and
618

for experimental (P < 0.0001) groups for pre- and postconditions. There was no change in MAP for pre- and
post-conditions of control group (P = 0.364), whereas for
the experimental group (P < 0.0001), MAP was significantly lower, which indicates that the high valence and
low arousal music played has an effect on heart rate and
MAP only. This clearly shows that the selected music
intervention activates the parasympathetic nervous
system.
Bernardi34 used fast music rhythms to increase heart
rate, BP and ventilation which elucidate the high arousal
responses. On the other hand, slower music rhythms
lower the heart rate, BP and ventilation. Siritunga et al.35
CURRENT SCIENCE, VOL. 118, NO. 4, 25 FEBRUARY 2020
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Figure 9.

Variations in (a) mean heart rate, (b) mean respiratory rate and (c) mean arterial pressure for control and experimental groups.

Table 1.

Comparison of heart rate, mean arterial pressure (MAP) and respiratory rate between control and experimental groups

Pre-heart rate groups
t(198) = 1.478,
P = 0.141

Pre-respiratory rate

Pre-MAP

Post-heart rate

Post-respiratory rate

Post-MAP

t(198) = 0.710,
P = 0.479

t(198) = –1.258,
P = 0.210

t(198) = 2.360,
P = 0.019

t(198) = 0.710,
P = 0.479

t(198) = 12.427,
P < 0.0001

used Indian classical music to study asymptomatic individuals and concluded that DBP, SBP, pulse rate and RR
were reduced. Music intervention group (experimental)
showed significant decrease in MAP and heart rate after
listening to music; this was not noted for the control
group before and after a month. These results are concurrent with the findings of Bernardi and Siritunga et al. The
music intervention was given for a period of one month;
as this had reduced the heart rate and MAP. If this intervention is extended to another six months, the results
would be further improved. The changes were noted only
for heart rate and MAP and not for RR. Perhaps using
different music stimulus would yield reduction in RR.

Conclusion
In the present study we evaluate the response of music interventions on heart rate, MAP and RR. The heart rate
and MAP of the control group did not vary greatly under
CURRENT SCIENCE, VOL. 118, NO. 4, 25 FEBRUARY 2020

the influence of the drugs prescribed. On the other hand,
the difference in heart rate and MAP was significantly
lower after listening to music for a period of one month.
Thus the study concludes that the participants preferred
high valence and low arousal music, which yielded better
results in activating the parasympathetic nervous response, thereby lowering the heart rate and MAP. Music
intervention along with drugs will pave way for the reduction in sympathetic activation rather than the drug
treatment alone. To support this further, the cardiovascular parameters while listening to music will be studied to
know the immediate effect of music.
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